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Introduction

We propose a process calculus for classical logic with explicit structural rules.
Rather than going though linear logic we use a standard classical logic for-
malized in the sequent calculus. In this ongoing research, we illustrate that
classical logic has potential to naturally serve as protocol for concurrent
process communication.

Being in the era of concurrent, distributed and parallel computing, we
are concerned with searching for a calculus for concurrency - which fits nat-
urally the concurrent setting and which is rooted in logic, in the manner λ-
calculus is a foundation for functional programming. This paradigm is thus
the following: proofs are processes; propositions are session types; proof-
transformation (here cut-elimination) is communication.

As in the works of Wadler [1, 2] and Caires and Pfenning [3], we let
logic guide the design of the “right” process calculus (let us mention a more
recent work dealing with multiparty sessions [4]). The logic we consider
here is classical logic with explicit structural rules formalized in two-sided
sequent calculus (close to Gentzen’s LK). This is a promising logical setting
for concurrency because it features symmetry, non-confluence and control
over erasing and duplicating terms. Moreover, this research itself (process
communication being of spatial nature) provides new insight into the essence
of logic. Building upon the work by Bierman and Urban [5], we have previ-
ously explored classical computation with explicit structural rules at different
levels of abstraction [6, 7], and similarly in the intuitionistic setting [8].
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P,Q ::= −x− | (νx)(P | Q) | x[y, z].(P | Q) | x(y, z).P

| xe[ ].P | xe( ).P | xd[y, z].P | xd(y, z).P

Figure 1: Syntax

(Ax)
−x− : · x : A ` x : A

P : · Γ ` x : A,∆ Q : · Γ′, x : A ` ∆′

(Cut)
(νx)(P | Q) : · Γ,Γ′ ` ∆,∆′

P : · Γ ` y : A,∆ Q : · Γ′ ` z : B,∆′

(∧R)
x[y, z].(P | Q) : · Γ,Γ′ ` x : A ∧B,∆,∆′

R : · Γ, y : A, z : B ` ∆
(∧L)

x(y, z).R : · Γ, x : A ∧B ` ∆

P : · Γ ` ∆
(WR)

xe[ ].P : · Γ ` x : A,∆

Q : · Γ ` ∆
(WL)

xe( ).Q : · Γ, x : A ` ∆

P : · Γ ` y : A, z : A,∆
(CR)

xd[y, z].P : · Γ ` x : A,∆

Q : · Γ, y : A, z : A ` ∆
(CL)

xd(y, z).Q : · Γ, x : A ` ∆

Figure 2: The type system

Classical logic as process calculus

We will see that this setting has a particular flavor comparing to what is
seen before. We have explicit weakening which introduces a tool (call it
channel-eraser) that a process can, under certain assumptions, use to erase
other processes. However, this will happen only when another process tries
to establish a communication over that channel-eraser.

Also we have explicit contraction which implements a tool (channel-
duplicator) that a process can use (provided that it has one) for duplication
of processes that try to communicate over that channel.

We present a blueprint on how all this works through providing syntax,
type assignment rules and several reduction rules.

Elements of the syntax are given in Fig. 1. They are assigned types as
presented in Fig 2, thus setting up to have classical propositions as session
types, i.e., a protocol for process communication.

We have the reduction rules of type β (logical reduction rules) and of
type σ (structural reduction rules). Few of the reduction rules are given in
Fig. 3. We assume that free names in Q are u and v, and that free names of
P are r, s. Computation preserves free names and types.
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(σWR
) : (νx)(xe[ ].P | x(w).Q) → ue[ ].ve[ ].P

(σWL
) : (νx)(x[w].P | xe( ).Q) → re( ).se( ).Q

(σCR
) : (νx)(xd[y, z].P | x(w).Q) → ud[u1, u2].vd[v1, v2].(νz)((νy)(P | Q{y/w}) | Q{z/w})

(σCL
) : (νx)(x[w].P | xd(y, z).Q) → rd(r1, r2).sd(s1, s2).(νz)((νy)(Q | P{y/w}) | P{z/w})

Figure 3: Partial reduction rules for process calculus
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